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SRA’S SURPRISE BIRTHDAY TREAT FOR ADM. MARTIN
ON the occasion of Adm.
Regina Bautista-Martin’s 51st
birthday, her Sugar Regulatory
Administration (Quezon City)
family surprised her with a
special presentation held at the
SRA Social Hall on March 7,
2012.
Adm. Martin is a picture of happiness on her special
The program officially started
with a heartfelt invocation led by day.
Ms. Daisy Fabia (Manager III,
Regulation Department). After this,
hosts Carolina Pedalizo and Joseph
Peter Gonzales welcomed
everybody present in the venue to
witness the event.

A surprise AVP (audio-visual
SRA’s top lady bosses showing their dance
presentation) containing the
moves.
birthday greeting of Adm. Martin’s
husband and daughter was truly a delight to the audience as it
showed how well-loved the gracious lady administrator is when it
comes to the home front. This received warm applause from
everyone.
After the
Select personnel from the Admin & Finance Department wowed performances, it
the audience with their modern dance presentation. Not to be
was time for the amiable lady
outdone, the RDE group serenaded the birthday celebrant with administrator to deliver her message to the body. She thanked
two folk songs (“Atin Cu Pung Singsing” and “Ikaw ang Mahal
everyone specially Deputy Administrator Aida Ignacio who was
Ko”) which put a smile on her face. Meanwhile, the Regulation
the over-all in-charge of the program. She admitted her being
Department also took the floor and sang the inspiring Diana
touched since she didn’t expect a surprise program in her honor.
Ross ditty “If We Hold On Together.”
Adm. Martin expressed her gratitude to everyone for their
Interestingly, one of the surprise production numbers which
support since she assumed the highest post in the agency. The
really brought the house down was the vocal duel of Atty. Raul
concern, warmth and encouragement she receives from the
Labay (Manager III, Legal Department) and Mr. Fernando
whole SRA community are what keeps her holding on despite all
Corpuz (Manager III, RDE). Their rendition of the Julio Iglesias
the challenges her duty entails. She assured the body that with
classic, “To All the Girls I loved Before” elicited laughter from
concerted efforts from each SRA denizen, all the visions of the
each viewer specially when they tried to translate its English
agency will be realized eventually.
lyrics to Tagalog. Adm. Martin really had a good laugh watching
the two SRA veterans trying to outdo each other.
A tail-end surprise for Adm. Martin was the arrival of her
daughter who’s studying in Ateneo. She didn’t tell her mom that
Another musical number which received thunderous applause
she would appear in the presentation. Adm. Martin was really
from the viewers was the dance presentation of the agency’s top surprised upon seeing her daughter and was once again
lady bosses. Some of the participants included Dr. Dina Padilla- touched with her presence.
Fernandez, Ms. Dolly dela Cruz, Ms. Cora Boyero, Ms. Erlinda
Abacan, Ms. Prescy Madrid, Ms. Daisy Fabia and Ms. Precy
The event culminated with the community singing of the Happy
Ordas. They were really a sight to behold when they gyrated to Birthday song for the celebrant. The PCRO group brought in a
the tune of Beyonce Knowle’s “Put a Ring on It.” It was one rare cake whose candles were blown by the administrator herself.
moment where they exhibited their terpsichorean capabilities.
After this, food was served and the socials begun.

MARCH is
Women’s
History Month,
a 31-day
period of
celebration and reminiscing of the
achievements and contributions of
accomplished women all over the
world. One may ask, how it came to
be.

designated March 8 to be the day of
celebration of the achievements of all
women around the world.

heroic. She gave provisions to the
movement, nursed the wounded
Katipuneros and prepared nourishment
for the frontline troops. She was a
In the Philippines, it was during the time mother of six and surprisingly, her
of Pres. Corazon C. Aquino (1990)
advanced age (84), did not stop her
when this day was declared a special from helping the cause of our
working holiday to encourage
Katipuneros. She knew of the
employees from the government and
repercussions of her doings yet she
private sector to participate in
continued without apprehensions.
Women's Day activities. SRA has been
History tells that it all started in 1911
participating in such activity with the
As a testament to her bravery and
in the USA, when a series of
Department of Agriculture or Quezon
kindness, a historical marker was
demonstrations were organized due to City Hall. This year, the city
unveiled on March 3, 2012 at her
the death of around 140 women
government honored the contribution of birthplace and tomb on Banlat Road in
factory workers from a huge fire. They Melchora Aquino or more commonly
Tandang Sora . And to continue her
blamed this to the inhumane working
known as “Tandang Sora.” It was her values and legacy, the Q.C.
conditions and unfair treatment that the great strength of character, courage
government launched an annual search
women faced then. In Russia, some
and passion to help our Katipuneros
for the GAWAD Tandang Sora award
10,000 women textile workers staged during the revolt against Spain that
for outstanding women in the
a general strike on the same issues
dubbed her as the “Grand Woman of community.
which began the Russian Revolution in
the Revolution.” Is she worth
St. Petersburg in 1917. Because of
commemorating? Of course!
Do we still have this
such a rich history of women uprisings,
kind of woman today?
the United Nations officially
Tandang Sora symbolized the
If you are one of
recognized the International Women’s importance of the role of women in our them, then I salute you
Day hence, in 1975, the U.N. formally nation’s history. All her deeds were
for being so.
OF WOMEN AND
SUMMER FUN

HERE comes another special edition
of our homegrown newsletter! Going
over each page gives us a sense of pride, considering that
initially, this is just an experimental project. But because of your
patronage, we reached our present progressive state. Here’s
hoping that we’ll always get the same level of support from you
dear readers. Your encouraging feedbacks and kind statements
are what keep us going.
This issue speaks about two things: women power and the joys of
summer. March is Women’s Month so SRA-GAD sprang into the
scene as the group attended the celebration at the Quezon City
Hall along with other government agencies. The event culminated
in a pilgrimage to the Tandang Sora shrine which truly brought
back the heroic memories of the legendary Melchora Aquino.
Read and let the accompanying photos take you to where it all
happened. The event sure made contemporary women more
proud.
Speaking of women power, our beloved Adm. Regina BautistaMartin celebrated her 51st birthday with a surprise treat from her

SRA (Quezon City) family. Each department presented a musical
number much to the delight and happiness of the celebrant. It
was indeed one of those exceptional occasions where just like
any mother Adm. Martin unified her children despite individual
differences. Seeing SRA denizens interact and perform with one
another sans any tension is a rarity.
Meanwhile, “Purple Box” cites one of the respected female
figures in SRA, how she is able to touch, inspire and influence
other people’s lives through example. She may not be aware of it
but the effect she has on people, especially those working under
her is definitely of the lasting kind.
In “Ripples”, one of life’s harsh realities is given attention: when
being on top becomes more dangerous than fun. The idea of
being up there is wonderful but what we become in the process
raises the important question: did we end up better people
because of it or it created a monster out of us?
“News Tidbits” carries two important stories: SURECCO’s premembership seminar and the SRA-GAD-sponsored fire
prevention lecture. These are important activities in the agency
which are not only beneficial to the employees but promote
bonding among them as well.
Lastly, “Viewpoints” highlights some of our denizens and their
idea of the perfect summer activity. It’s nice to know that based
on their answers, they make use of the season as perfect family
bonding or their “alone” time where they get to explore and do
things which appeal to them the most.
Let me end this piece by saying women and summer symbolize
light, fun and laughter. Let us be thankful that the positivism they
give helps us go along life’s uncertainties with a bright outlook or
perspective.
Until the next issue folks…happy reading! Cheers!!!
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Office & Personnel
Matters By Precy Madrid
Accomplishments for March-April 2012:
*Travel authority granted to Adm. Regina
Bautista-Martin
Attendance to the 41st Session of the International
Sugar Council (ISO) on April 24-26, 2012 held in
New Delhi, India.

*Scholarships
1. Completion of Mr. Laverne Olalia’s six-month
scholarship on Geomatics at the University of
the Philippines ;
2. Admission of Mr. Rondell Ray Manjarres to the
National Convergence (NCI) Scholarship
Program for Masters in Public Management
(major in Rural Development), a double-badge
degree to be granted by the Development
Academy of the Philippines and Ateneo School
of Government, March 2012 to December 2014.

THE ANT PHILOSOPHY: Ants have an amazing
four-part philosophy





FIRST: Ants never quit.
SECOND: Ants think winter all summer.
THIRD: Ants think summer all winter.
FOURTH: How much will an ant gather
during the summer? All that he possibly
can!

SRA-GAD Sponsors
Fire Prevention Lecture
IN line with the declaration of March as “Fire Prevention
Month”, the SRA-GAD sponsored a seminar on the said
theme for SRA employees on March 26, 2012. It was
held at the Social Hall right after the flag ceremony.
The invited resource speaker that morning was Senior
Inspector Cesar M. Patrocinio, Jr. who is presently the
Public Information Service Con Chief in Quezon City’s
Fire Education unit. He tagged along two able aides
namely, FOI Cecille M. Nepomuceno and FOI
Cheralemay S. Agbayani to assist him in the entirety of
his lecture.
It was a timely seminar then for lots of fire incidents
were rampant during those times. TV and newspaper
reports always carried sad stories on fire which left a
huge number of people devastated and homeless. It
was in this light that SRA-GAD decided to spearhead a
seminar which could be of great help to prevent such
disaster from happening or educate people on the
proper actions to take when trapped in such situation.
The invited resource speaker was truly the man for the
job, so to speak. Starting out in the service in 1995, he
already has a vast experience in the field. He first took
up a degree in Electrical Engineering at the Siliman
University before taking up Fire Safety Engineering at
the FEATI University. Later, he finished a course in
Management Engineering (major in Public
Administration) at the PCU.
Mr. Patrocinio proved to be an engaging speaker,
injecting humor on his topic. He handled the seminar as
if it were second skin to him. His approach was light
and was able to drive home the message clearly. He
discussed various interesting subjects: from the types of
fire to what causes it to what should be done in case
one is confronted by it.
Over-all, the audience was not only informed but
entertained as well with Mr. Patrocinio’s antics. Truly,
there was no dull moment in the duration of the hourlong lecture. In his last statement, the jolly and pleasant
fire inspector pointed out the importance of knowing the
telephone number of the nearest fire department and
contacting it when a “sizzling hot” situation occurs.

Ants, just like men are also action takers
especially when it comes to self-preservation.
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SURECCO Holds Pre-membership Seminar
THE Sugar Employees Credit Cooperative (SURECCO)
conducted a pre-membership education seminar on credit
cooperative among the Sugar Regulatory Administration’s new
batch of employees including old members who haven’t been
formally oriented yet. It happened on February 6, 2012 at the
agency’s Training Hall.
Ms. Presentacion A. Ordas, SURECCO’s Vice-Chair and head
of its Education and Training Committee led the invocation
while Chairman Mr. Fernando H. Corpuz officially welcomed all
the participants to the worthwhile activity.
Invited to talk on the general theme was Mr. Sergio E.
Herrero, Jr. (CDA Acting Legal Officer) whose authority and
expertise couldn’t be questioned. He touched on different
topics like the ideal values and philosophy in the field of credit
cooperative.
Under the former, he enumerated and discussed selfmanagement, discipline, self-help and solidarity while for the
latter, he elaborated on the ideas of “People Helping People”
and “Human Development and the Brotherhood of Man.”
Mr. Herrero capped his lecture by citing some of the working
mechanics in credit cooperatives like: 1) Members are the most
important element; 2) Members govern; and 3) Members have
the supreme authority.
The respectable resource speaker also obliged to answer some
practical queries to the delight of the participants. At the end of
the lecture, it was obvious that the audience was strongly
enlightened on the importance of credit cooperatives. The
handing out of the Certificates of Participation was the event’s
culminating activity.

Let Your Spirit Shine Through
YOU have an inner jewel. Let your spirit, the divine gem,
shine through, and create a radiance about you wherever
you go.
Let your mind be planted with seeds of love and joy and
hope and courage and universal goodwill and opulent
harvest shall grow.

Birthday Celebrants for the
Month of March
*Milagros R. Yutuc
*Marina T. Binoya
*Fedora D. Tan
*Perlita J. Rombo
*Lourdes R. Fragante
*Edmundo L. Yasay
*Ma. Regina Bautista-Martin
*Ismael B. Braga
*Jay Andrew T. Adrias
*Andre R. Tolentino
*Lydia R. Gelera

Birthday Celebrants for the
Month of April
*William N. Rosales
*Jose Rojo G. Alisla
*Raphael Henri B. Mundo
*Aleth P. Malicdem
*Elvira S. de Andres
*Corazon M. Cervantes
*Alfredo L. dela Cruz, Jr.
*Max Edward C. Isada
*Elisa G. Lao
*Jay E. Dizon
*Ma. Abigail P. Flores
*Dolores R. dela Cruz
*Luisito C. Malagkit
*Lincoln C. Velasco
*Raul M. Labay
*Jose E. Mondoñedo
*Evelyn B. Estanislao
*Frauline Grace T. Tamba
*Joel P. Araneta
*Ma. Theresa R. Pamintuan

Think of each year as a sower scattering these seeds in
your heart; then water them with the dews of sympathy,
and throw open the windows to the broad sunlight of
heaven while they ripen.
And---as surely as the days come and go---so surely
shall your life grow.
-------Ella Wheeler Wilcox
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March 2
March 3
March 4
March 9
March 9
March 10
March 10
March 16
March 16
March 25
March 27
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April 1
April 2
April 3
April 4
April 4
April 7
April 7
April 9
April 11
April 12
April 15
April 15
April 19
April 22
April 26
April 27
April 27
April 28
April 29
April 30

By Joseph Peter R. Gonzales

The Danger in
Being up There
IT is truly a glorious feeling when we
achieved something spectacular in
life. A big promotion in the
workplace, winning in a prestigious
competition, graduating on top of the
class, passing a national board
exam with an outstanding rating,
growing a business to maximum
proportions…the list can go on and
on and on. Everyday, many success
stories happen which change
people’s lives forever. But beware,
for it can be for the better or sadly,
worse.
Expectedly, triumph entails a lot of
trimmings and privileges. The
special attention showered to us is
the main thing. It makes us feel real
extraordinary… a cut above the rest.
Before the eyes of many, we
become “giants” worthy of adulation.
A huge feat accomplished would
mean never-ending congratulatory
messages, praises and positive
feedbacks from various folks which
can really boost our ego to the hilt.
In truth, there is nothing wrong in
gaining success especially if it’s
hard- earned. It is every person’s
dream. Since childhood, we already
have goals that we want to fulfill.
Actually, our dreams fuel our
existence. It’s what makes us work
hard, persevere and be always on
the go.
For the world is like a big track and
field oval or Olympic arena: before
we come up the podium to accept
our gold, silver or bronze medal, we
should’ve beaten our rivals first and
exhibited top notch skills in the

game. When we’ve reached this
state, there’s this inevitable feeling of
pride which would test our decisionmaking capacity, whether to go
along with the flow sans concrete
direction or halt and introspect on
what the next big step to make.
The difficulty in reaping victory is
how to maintain it. Yes…
maintenance without compromising
the values or sacrificing the essential
parts of your good old self. More
often than not, change is inevitable.
There will always be a difference in
our ways and lifestyle even if it’s
slight. It comes with the package and
is hard to resist.
What’s scary when you’re in the
zenith of triumph is that you tend to
forget the more valuable things in
life…those which don’t have price
tags like love of family and friends,
peace of mind, self-contentment and
genuine appreciation to life in
general. Sometimes, success makes
us think that everything can be
bought: that it’s all about money.
When we’ve accomplished
something great, people in our lives
multiply. But come to think of it,
where were they before? It’s easy to
fall prey to the fake luster of
success. We should take control of it
before it controls us. It’s better to
manipulate the driving wheel while
we still can or else, we would be
eaten up by the monster success
creates out of us.
When we’re at the core of victory, we
feel secure and untouchable. The
question is, until when? That’s the
problem with success. It’s always an
ongoing process. You’re as good as
your last triumph. But with just one
misstep, you can lose everything.
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Being happy is success in itself.
More than life’s superficialities, this
is the one thing we should always
aim to achieve. For one, it’s
unconditional and will not put us into
a rat race all the time. Win or lose,
as long as we know that we’re happy
deep inside, life will always be good
for us.
Actually, the biggest danger in being
at the pinnacle of success is being
surrounded by uncertainties. There
are always questions hounding us.
We don’t know if the people close to
us are really sincere or just riding
along with our triumph. What if we
suddenly fall? Will they still be there?
And that’s the most hurtful part:
realizing that everything or everyone
that went up with us during our
victorious moment will vanish into
thin air in just one click of a finger
because we’ve already lost our ace
and we’re of no use to them
anymore. It’s sad but true. We will
pick up the pieces all by ourselves.
It all boils down to handling success
with enough maturity: treating it
more as a gift than a grand
showcase of superiority, where you
can use it to touch and inspire
other’s lives. It’s also important not
to cling to it all the time, accepting
the fact that anytime, the Lord can
take it away especially if it’s doing us
more harm than good. We ought to
be better individuals because of
success, not otherwise.
According to an old
saying, “It’s lonely to
be on top.” When
you’re there, there’s
no other way for you
but to go down, as
dictated by natural
laws. But you can
make a graceful fall, ensuring that
when the balance shifts, true
happiness still awaits you. It’s all a
matter of not letting success change
the real you despite experiencing
how it is to be above the rest.
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Josephine Rigotti, Ms. Evelyn Estanislao and
Mr. Joseph Peter Gonzales.

SRA-GAD Attends Women’s Month
Celebration in QC Hall
THE newly-reconstituted SRA-GAD sprang
into action right away as it participated in
Quezon City’s Women’s Month celebration
held at the QC Hall Risen Garden on March
5, 2012. Together with other SRA
employees, the group attended the flag
ceremony and short program before joining
the pilgrimage to the Tandang Sora Shrine in
Banlat clad in identical white shirts bearing
the approved agency design. Along with
delegates from other attached agencies and
offices, they paid homage to the famous
Filipina hero Melchora Aquino.

The program started with a prayer led by Ms.
Melissa Faye Lauron of the QC Gender and
Development Resource and Coordinating
Office (GADCRO). After the singing of the
National Anthem, emcee Mr. Conrad
Buenaventura called on the Honorable City
Mayor Herbert Bautista to deliver his
message. He pointed out the important role
of women in nation-building and how the
Quezon City government supported its Gender
and Development team over the years
resulting to its enviable and respectable
stature nowadays. In full force were
Taking the floor after Mayor Bautista was
GADCRO head Dr. Mary Ruby Palma. She
launched the 2012 QC GAD Focal Persons’
Directory. After her, Ms. Marie Roño, who is
also working under her office gave
announcements for the motorcade. The
pilgrimage followed immediately after the
program.
A mini-program was waiting at the Tandang
Sora Shrine. Barangay Captain Hector
Geronimo delivered the welcome remarks
before Mayor Herbert Bautista and ViceMayor Joy Belmonte each gave inspirational
messages.

The SRA-GAD was one of the most organized contingents in
the special event.

Led by SRA-GAD Focal Person Dr. Dina
Padilla-Fernandez, the SRA contingent was
composed of Ms. Dolores dela Cruz, Ms.
Cora Boyero, Ms. Priscilla Madrid, Mr.
Raphael Henri Mundo, Ms. Roda Ann
Marmol, Ms. Anna Angela Antonio, Ms. Elsa
Manangan, Ms. Rebecca Mata, Mr. Ian
Pedalizo, Ms. Corazon Cervantes, Ms. Lilia
Gungon, Ms. Abigail Flores, Ms. Sarah Jean
Pangarotan, Ms. Theresa Ricafort, Ms. Ma.
Theresa Pamintuan, Mr. Rolando Silang, Ms.
Mafi Ramos, Ms. Leticia Gomez, Ms.
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Production numbers were also staged. First
was a short skit by the Maikling Dula ng
Kalayaan Historical Tours and Production
which paid tribute to Tandang Sora. Then,
there were the musical numbers by students
from the elementary and high school levels
care of the Division of City Schools. For the
closing remarks, the officers of the Mga
Kaanak ni Melchora Aquino thanked everyone
involved and those who made it to the
pilgrimage.

Some members of the SRA-GAD posing for a
souvenir shot at the Tandang Sora Shrine.
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all is done, everything follows in the end. Instead of
making it hard on people, she has a way of making it
easy and better for the rest.

The
Purple
Box
By Mafi R. Ramos

A Woman Just Like Her
John Lennon and Billy Joel were both right when
they dedicated a song to the sweetest being on earth
----------------- “WOMAN” and “SHE’S ALWAYS A
WOMAN”, respectively.
Since March is Women’s Month, I decided to write
something about one of the women I admire in SRA.
This piece is for her because she deserves what it
takes to be truly admired; a woman just like her.
There is something about her that makes her
qualities a little above any other women I know in
SRA.
Under her stewardship, life in our work place is not
just a place where we beat deadlines for submission
of reports on sugar prices, sugar monitoring system,
hitting the road to our journey in sugar stocks
monitoring, premix sampling, plant visits to food
processors as well as warehouse and office
inspections before a new trader applicant can secure
a license from SRA.
The workplace where I spend almost my whole day
is my second home. And it’s all because of her
being our “pinaka-nanay” and friend. Every day, from
Mondays to Fridays, I love going to SRA (except on
days when I am sick or if I have other important
things to attend to for myself and for my family)
because I have my full support and love for her aside
from my loyalty to SRA as a civil servant, be with my
friends of the same feather and of course, to earn
more leave credits by being present and in
preparation for my retirement, counting several years
from now.
I am privileged and blessed for the chance to work
with her. She would let us do what we want but not
at the expense of our work. She always encourages
us to work together and help each other concerning
our job and even on private matters. She finds her
way to listen since she knows that the most effective
way to understand is to listen and weigh things. Just
like any other top bosses, she would impose on us
that it’s still work over above everything else. When
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She is one of the women that has influenced and
touched my life in many ways that will forever mark
in my heart. She helped me see the best in me and
taught me lessons any teacher could ever teach. If
she happens to like my get up or anything she sees
about me, she’d compliment me like a doting mother.
She also lives her life in a simple, quiet peace as
reflected in her good nature.
In my almost five years in the Regulation
Department, I never heard her spoke ill of anyone.
She also never runs out of good words to say and
shares about the pleasant things she sees and the
beautiful places she visits every time she travels.
The way she handles things, she’s always cool,
always level-headed. She is at her best when she
shares her blessings. For when she gives, she gives
her all. That’s what makes her an ideal WOMAN
who deserves deep respect and commendation.
Perhaps, her most admirable quality is her over-all
good relationship with other people. And maybe, just
maybe, of the many women in the world, when God
showered the blessings of charisma, she grabbed it
all in her side. Above everything else, she has a
prayerful heart where she draws strength of faith.
To many, she’s Pre, Prescy, Ma’am Ordas. To my
fellow colleagues like Manang Lilia, Ate Flora and
Ate Lydia, she’s simply GM which stands for General
Manager. To me, it also
stands for GOOD
MOTHER where in
my heart, she
truly is. No
biases, without
pretensions. She
never played
favorites to anyone.
Always fair and
Ms. Presentation M. Ordas
square. And she
was an instrument
in helping find our way out of the blues.
I will always look up to her with so much pride and
admiration. How wonderful it is to know her. Nothing
compares to her. She’s my ka-birthday, kapamilya,
kapuso, kapatid, my second mom, a friend. If I could
be half as good as a woman like her, the angel on
my shoulder would be the one to find for me more
ways to be happier and blessed. And I should be. . .
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is also perfect for picnics, outings and hiking. I don’t
know, but during this time of year, I’m always on the
go for adventures!”
---Rechie Mata
(Planning and Policy)

What is Your Ideal Summer Activity?
“The perfect summer vacation for me is going
to the beach with my family. It’s a yearly thing for us.
It’s our bonding moment as we’re all there…enjoying
the waters and food plus getting relaxed at least for a
couple of days. I guess, it’s important for every family
to spend quality time with one another at least, once a
year. Usually, we go to Batangas or Quezon for this
purpose where the beach is great!”

“Every summer is a perfect bonding moment
for me and the family. The season won’t pass without
us embarking on a vacation trip whether here or
abroad. It’s that time of year when exploring the great
outdoors tops everyone’s list. It’s nice to experience
other places when the sun is out. It’s not only
physically invigorating but more importantly,
culturally enriching!”
---Ron Ron Manjarres
(PCRO)

---Milagros Yutuc
(Licensing and Monitoring)

“Summer means swimming, swimming and
swimming and other physical sports. It’s only then
that you get to enjoy the beach or the pool to the hilt.
I’m a water person so how I love this season! It’s also
“I’ve always loved summer because it means the time for sports fests in many communities. There’s
a lot of outdoor activities. Of course, my favorite is
basketball, volleyball, badminton, table tennis, name
swimming. I think it’s a staple activity for Filipinos
it. You will really see that everybody is active,
when summertime comes. I always make it a point to involved and participating. Action is the key word
go swimming either with my family or friends during during summer.”
this season. It doesn’t have to be far, as long as we can
---Laverne Olalia
enjoy the activity together.
(Extension Services)
“It also doesn’t matter if it’s in the beach or
swimming pool. Although personally, I prefer the
beach because I can really play with the waves. Sea
water is also therapeutic. I really enjoy soaking myself
especially when the sun is about to set. The water is
lukewarm.”
---Hazel Rose Mariano
(Extension Services)
“When summertime comes, one thing I don’t
miss doing is taking a vacation to the province. It
gives me a feeling of reconnecting with my roots.
Even if I’m already working here in Manila, I make
sure to come home during special occasions like
Christmas and New Year. And when it’s summer, I
really enjoy the atmosphere in our hometown where
everything is light and peaceful. At least, it gives me a
break from the busy and noisy streets of Manila!”
---Resty Reaño
(Accounting)
“Oh! Summer is definitely one of my favorite
seasons of the year. One thing, it allows me to enjoy
the great outdoors! My favorite getaway is Baguio or
Tagaytay where the cold breeze is soothing. Summer
SRA Newsletter

“The perfect summer activity for me is
visiting a famous tourist spot in the country which you
can’t do all-year round! I really save for the trip. It’s
refreshing to the eyes, away from the hustle and bustle
of city life. Even for a few days, I’ll see a new place.
It recharges my battery. So when I come back to
Manila, I’m ready to work again!
“I started with Sagada two years ago. Then I
went to Puerto Galera in 2011. This year, I’m off to
CamSur which is fast becoming a tourist hub.
Definitely, the experience and fun I’ll gain from the
trip is priceless!”
---Evelyn Estanislao
(Extension Services)
“At summertime, my family and I take the
opportunity to go abroad. It serves as a perfect
bonding moment for all of us. Anyway, it just happens
once a year, so might as well allot budget for it, right?
It definitely gives us a different high learning about
other cultures. “
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